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Natural argumentation is a form of inference, starting from “initial” information (premises) and arriving
at “final” information (conclusions). Compared to deductive inference of classical logic there are two
major differences: premises can be inconsistent, incomplete, uncertain; conclusions can be defeasible, or
subjective [1]. Most computational systems for legal argumentation are computational model of debate,
in which the arguments are represented by using some form of defeasible logic [15]. Nevertheless,
we argue that sophisticated argumentation systems could benefit from using First-Order Logic (FOL)
and automated deduction (e.g. theorem provers) for checking the logical inference of premises and
arguments. Indeed, many wide-coverage lexical databases (e.g. WordNet) have been developed in the
last years, and many computational advances have been obtained in FOL automatic reasoning. Moreover,
apart from the specific model of debate and from the limitations of a given logic, one main obstacle to
the formalization of argumentation process is the “natural language barrier”, i.e. the translation of a
dialogue into its formal semantic interpretation [14]. In order to pass this barrier, one needs to be able to
automatically construct adequate semantic representation for natural language arguments.

Boxer [6, 3], is a system for deep semantic analysis of English text following Discourse Representa-
tion Theory [13]. In order to map natural language sentences to logic, Boxer uses a robust, stochastic
parser based on a wide-coverage Combinatory Categorial Grammar, CCG [11]. Starting from the CCG
derivations as output by the parser, Boxer employs the lambda calculus in the syntax-semantics inter-
face to produce FOL representation of complex linguistic phenomena, including control, coordination,
quantifiers scope, pronoun and presupposition resolution [6]. Boxer has recently been used in applica-
tive tasks such as question answering and recognising textual entailment, in combination with first-order
inference engines (theorem provers and model builders). To construct background knowledge required
for interesting inferences, Boxer computes mini-ontologies based on Wordnet [4].

Although Boxer was initially developed for English, it is to a great extent language independent.
We aim to use Boxer for the semantic interpretation of Italian legal sentences. As starting point we
take TUT, the Turin University Treebank [9, 7], an Italian morphologically and syntactically annotated
corpus. This corpus comprises 2,200 sentences corresponding to around 64,200 tokens: half of it is
taken from newspapers, the other half from Civil Code. The development of this treebank started with
a pure dependency-based annotation centred on a rich description of the predicate-argument structure,
but the corpus has also been automatically converted in other formats, in particular the Xbar-like format
called CONSTUT [8]. Moreover, following the model of the generation of the English CCGBank [12],
CONSTUT (covering 98% of TUT by automatic conversion) has been taken as source treebank for the
generation of a CCGBank for Italian. For the latter it has been advantageous to start from a rich and
reliable linguistic annotation. A limitation is the relatively small size of the corpus, even though the
recent EVALITA competition results suggest that TUT is large enough to successfully train and test
parsers [10].

The final aim of our work is to build a complete NLP system for Italian (i.e a wide-coverage Italian
CCG parser coupled with Boxer), in order to translate Italian legal sentences into logical forms that can
be used in computational model of argumentation. We aim to have a first evaluation of our research by
checking the consistency of the Italian Civil Code sentences belonging to TUT. Boxer has been previ-
ously tested on the WSJ corpus of Penn treebank reaching very high coverage (ca. 98%) and being able
to use an external model builder for first-order logic to construct logical models explicitly showing the
consistency of the linguistic analysis with the knowledge contained in Wordnet [5]. We plan to do the
same test by using Italian Civil Code sentences belonging to TUT (see Fig.1) and Italian version of Mul-
tiWordNet [2]. A useful consequence of this preliminary experiment will be the construction of a large
CCG lexicon of Italian legal terms and the construction of a “legal background knowledge database” that
can be used in automated argumentation systems.
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 |----------------|
 | thing(x0)      |
 | privato(x1)    |
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 | persona(x1)    |
 | presumere(x2)  |
 | event(x2)      |
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Figure 1: CCG derivation and Boxer semantic interpretation for the sentence “Essi presumono persone
giuridiche”(literal translation: they presume legal persons).
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